
 

     

 

 

 

 

 

  AUGUST 2015  

 

DIARY  DATE   TIME EVENT 

 25 Workshop open by arrangement 

AUGUST 1 10-2pm OPEN DAY   Minerals, gems and jewellery to chat about, view or buy 

 8 2pm Monthly Meeting:  The formation of chalcedony and jaspers.  TVJ 

 15  Workshop open by arrangement 

 22 Workshop open by arrangement 

 29 Workshop open by arrangement 

SEPTEMBER 5 10-2pm OPEN DAY.                          Hand in Competition Cabochons 

 12 2pm Monthly Meeting:  The Many Colours of Quartz. Duncan Miller 

 19  Workshop open by arrangement 

 26 Workshop open by arrangement 

 Workshop open by arrangement 

                                                                       

 

 

  What’s inside this month? 

 
  ☺☺☺☺  Committee Corner 

 

   ☺☺☺☺  Events – past, present, and to come 

  

   ☺☺☺☺  Spessartine Garnets are magnetic 

 

   ☺☺☺☺  The best Diamond finding Tool ever 

 

    ☺☺☺☺   My new View of Mineral Specimens - DH 

 

    ☺☺☺☺   An unconventional Way of pre-forming “Doorstops” 

 

 

 

This Brazilian Amethyst is 3,3 ct and was cut by Martine. 

           (See on Page 7 what else “Was Up” in July) 
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COMMITTEE CORNER 

Welcome to Aseyah Rosslin and Jerome Jackson (no relation to Malcolm) who joined us 

this month.......as well as most recently Yvonne van Zandwijk who is now our 100
th

 

membership for this year – the first time we have hit 3 figures for several years. Mandy 

Kriel from Tulbagh also joined us yesterday. 
 

All members are very welcome to bring their friends to Open Day, and also to a Monthly Meeting – 

these are both open to the public. Benefits of membership include the monthly newsletter, the SAGAM 

magazine, use of the library, the workshops and occasional field trips. We also exchange newsletters 

with other SA mineral clubs. Should you wish to receive email copies of these, please ask Jo.  

 

Thank you very much to those who sent information, articles, or website links for use in our newsletter 

this month – all contributions are very welcome. 

 

Annette Schram was the lucky winner of the raffle for the amethyst gemstone that was donated by 

Duncan Miller. Unfortunately the photographer didn’t capture a photo of her joy at winning it. 

If anyone else is able to make a donation for other raffles we shall be very happy to receive them.  

 

On the same topic, and even though we are only half way through the year, we are planning ahead 

for the December meeting which will again be a spit braai. This time we would like to have an auction 

of some kind before the braai, and so are starting to put together any items that have already been 

donated, but the more we have, the better the auction, so please search amongst your stones and see 

what you can spare. 

 

Do you have any photographs of Sid Pieters, or the House of Gems/Usakos Gem Store? If you do, the 

person to contact is Ernst Schnaitmann (House of Gems/Mindat.org) at: eschnaitmann@gmail.com 

 

Rob Smith of African Gems & Minerals has sponsored a 1
st

 prize of R500 and 2
nd

 prize of R200 for our 

Club Cab Competition. Entry forms for this are now available at the Office. (Remember that all rough 

must be photographed before working, and that cabs must be domed and have a shallow bevel where 

the back meets the sides.) The newly acquired stencils are also now available for use. THE CLOSING 

DATE OF 1st SEPTEMBER IS GETTING VERY NEAR. 
 

2015 THE SOUTHERN AFRICAN GEM CUTTING CHALLENGE for gemstones and cabochons. Competition 

entries must be in by Tuesday, 24th November, 2015. Details have been forwarded to our workshop 

groups and pinned on the notice board.  

 

Jo4EXCO                  
“A club is its members, not its committee which must be an aide to those members”. 
 

EVENTS 
PAST: 11

TH
 JULY. Blesberg.  Sadly, due to the wet weather, our roving reporter was unable to 

be at the club to write up this meeting in his usual detail, so this month mainly photos must 

suffice. Graham Harrison gave us a presentation on Blesberg’s working history, illustrated by a 

whole table full of A3 size black and white photos taken when the mine was in full production. Blesberg 

is part of the pegmatite belt along the Orange River stretching roughly from Vioolsdrift to Upington. In 

the 1930s beryl was the main mineral mined, and then later in the 1960s feldspar and mica was mined 
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for the porcelain industry. The photos included ones of the outbuildings, a series of flotation tanks used 

to clean the iron and other impurities from the mica, and different shots of the mountain itself showing 

where the actual mining took place. The pegmatite terminates in three sections at the top of the 

mountain, all relatively close to each other. At one point during the 1960s this mine met all the feldspar 

needs of South Africa. Nowadays feldspar is sent from Zimbabwe to Johannesburg for refining.  

            Club members have been going to the mine for many a year and specimens found in the 1970s 

are now changing hands to the next generation of collectors. Beyond just the feldspar, mica, and quartz, 

(clear and, in one particular pocket, jet black), a number of other interesting minerals have been found. 

These include: apatite, beryl, albite, bismoclite (type locality), phenakite, blue chalcedony, libethenite, 

lithiophylite, bismuth, garnet and malachite. Other minerals also identified there but not as yet 

personally found by Graham include the rarity orangite. 

Blesberg is still a popular destination for some mineral hunters, but not much of any size can be 

found any more, and the mine and dump slopes have become extremely dangerous. Snakes and 

scorpions abound. Wonderful quartz crystals might be seen in a pocket overhead, but the surrounding 

rock is so weathered and fractured, they cannot, and must not, be removed. There is no cell phone 

communication there, and it is inadvisable to go with only one vehicle in case of accidents. So saying, I 

am sure Graham will be going back before too long in search of those elusive rare minerals! 
(26 members attended this meeting) 

 

                 
 

A selection of minerals from the two displays 

 

 
Beautiful blue tipped clear hexagonal apatite crystals with mica on albite – width of view 20 mm. This is a close up of the 

white mineral at the back centre of the right hand photograph above. 
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TO COME:  Saturday, 8
th

 August. “The Formation of Chalcedony and Jaspers”. Trevor Vaughan Jones 

has been looking beyond crystals to the formation of other types of quartz such as chalcedony, 

carnelian, and jaspers. At this meeting he, with assistance of Malcolm and his photos, will widen our 

quartz horizons and tell us just how these other quartzes formed, and in what parts of the world they 

are to be found. 

 

TO COME:  Saturday, 12
th

 September.  “The Many Colours of Quartz – how they occur naturally or 

are produced deliberately”. A talk by Duncan Miller.  The cabochon competition results will also be 

announced. Entries must be handed in on 5
th

 September. 

 

 
BLOODSTONE FROM VIVO – THE ANSWER:  THANKS TO LINDA STONE. She replied:  

“I enjoyed reading your article on bloodstone and in particular the dragon stone (in the July 

Mineral Chatter). The eggs you have in the article resemble the best of what we pick up. We 

have found rocks of dragon stone in the Sand River close to the Vivo area. It is true that the 

dragon stone can be found in the Tshipise area. We have obtained permission to go on a 

farm close to Tshipise. It will be the first time we will be going to this farm. The dragon 

stone polishes very well - a good example is spheres. Some people slice this stone and make tiles out of 

it. The outing stretches from Vivo up to Pontdrift (at the Limpopo River - Botswana) to Musina to Louis 

Trichardt. We will cover a large area. “ 

Martine also says: Shortly after the July newsletter went out, Kennedy (who works for Rob Smith) phoned 

me and said African dragon stone consists of green epidote and red jasper.”  She also writes: 

 

Dragon stone should not be confused with 'classic' bloodstone, as they look 

somewhat similar but consist of different mineral species. Classic bloodstone is 

dark green to dark bluish-green microcrystalline chalcedony quartz speckled with 

red spots of iron oxide or red jasper inclusions. It is also known as heliotrope. The 

green colour is caused by dense inclusions of chlorite or amphibole minerals in the 

chalcedony. The spots resemble blood stains and can be red, brownish or yellow. 

Stones with the yellow spots are called plasma (from the pale yellow liquid 

component of blood). Bloodstone is often mistaken for a variety of jasper, but because jasper has a 

much more grainy composition than chalcedony, they can be easily distinguished from each other.  

Sources for bloodstone info: 

http://www.minerals.net/gemstone/bloodstone_gemstone.aspx 

http://www.gemselect.com/gem-info/bloodstone/bloodstone-info.php 

 

My new View of Mineral Specimens 
by Dave Hawes 

 

A few years ago I purchased a microscope from Rolf with the view of exploring my specimens to a 

greater depth. Like so many good intentions the microscope languished in a cupboard for a year or two 

before I found the time to put it to use and realise what I had been missing out on. Not only were there 

minerals in different habits, but also species that I did not know I had and also ones that I did not even 

recognise. It was a whole new fascinating world of discovery! 

After a while I thought that it could be of interest to share some of this with others. To do this required 

that the specimens be recorded in some format which allowed sharing, which at first did not seem to 

pose too much of a problem as it is not very difficult to photograph mineral specimens. 
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This turned out to be far from true, as the average camera will not produce acceptable images of 

specimens often less than 0,5 mm. Whilst dedicated microscope cameras would obviously solve the 

problem, in general they do not come cheap, and, as I was soon to discover, one then runs into lighting 

issues. As it is not the intention of this article to go into technicalities, but rather to share some 

hopefully interesting photographs and information on some specimens, the technical details will be left 

for now. 

Amongst my collection I have two small specimens from the Aris quarry which is near to Windhoek in 

Namibia. They are small vugs in the base rock which contain villiaumite (sodium fluoride) NaF) together 

with some very small white spherical minerals and some sprays of a golden brown mineral.  These it 

turns out are ellingsenite and tuperssuatsiaite.  The photographs below give an indication of the size of 

these specimens. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                  THE SPECIMENS                                                                                      THE SMALL WHITE PIN HEAD SIZE 

                                                                                                                           DEPOSITS OF ELLINGSENITE CAN BE SEEN 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                       

ELLINGSENITE and TUPERSSUATSIAITE                                                                      GOLDEN BROWN BUNDLES OF 

                 (seen along bottom)                                                                                     TUPERSSUATSIAITE CRYSTALS 

  

 

 
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               TUPERSSUATSIAITE CRYSTALS                                                                              ELLINGSENITE CRYSTALS 
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A FEW DETAILS ABOUT THE MINERALS 

VILLIAUMITE Na F   sodium fluoride 

Named after Maxime Villiaume, a French explorer and officer in the French colonial military. 

Found in Brazil, Canada, Greenland, Kenya, Namibia, Russia, and Guinea (which is the type locality). 

Usually only found as small specimens from pink to deep carmine red. It is generally regarded as being 

poisonous. A search of USA poison data bases indicates that sodium fluoride was historically used in 

pesticides and wood preservatives. The main risks being inhalation of mist spray. 

W.H.O. classify it as being obsolete and only moderately hazardous when used in commercially sold 

products but acutely hazardous in its pure form, so it is probably wise to wash hands after handling 

specimens.  

ELLINGSENITE  Na5Ca6Si18O38(OH)13·6H2O 

Named after Dr Hans Vidar Ellingsen, a Norwegian mineral collector who discovered the mineral on an 

expedition to the Aris quarry, which is the type locality. 

Colour:  White. 

TUPERSSUATSIAITE  Na2Fe3Si8O20(OH)2·4H2O 

Named after its discovery locality, Tuperssuatsiat Bay in Greenland. 

Colour:  Golden yellow or golden reddish brown. 

 

 

  

 

Natural Spessartite Garnet is magnetic 
 

As you can see below, the magnetic attraction of these natural, untreated spessartite garnets makes 

for a wonderful demonstration of the identification of gemstones by use of magnetism. (With 

appreciation to Kirk Feral and his Gemstone Magnetism website.)  This site is worth visit. 

 
 

 
©2015 International School of Gemology. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. We encourage sharing and caring throughout the industry as long as all copyrights are 

left intact. 

 

 

 

Why Are Gems Magnetic? 

 

Gems are magnetic due to the metals 

contained with them. When we refer to a 

gemstone as magnetic, we mean the gem 

is visibly attracted to a strong magnet. The 

degree of attraction can be noted as weak, 

moderate, strong, etc. We can separate 

and identify gems by observing the various 

responses that different gems show 

when the magnetic field of a permanent 

hand-held magnet is applied to them. 
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This plant may be the best diamond-finding tool you’ll ever have 

 

“While money doesn’t grow on trees, diamonds might do. Literally. That 

seems to be the conclusion of a study conducted in Liberia by a scientist 

at Florida International University (FIU) in Miami, to be published in 

the June-July issue of the journal Economic Geology. 

Stephen Haggerty, who specializes in diamond research, has found a new 

prickly, palm-like plant that seems to grow only on top of kimberlite pipes 

— columns of volcanic rock hundreds of meters across that extend deep 

into Earth, which are the source of most of today’s commercial diamonds. 

The plant, identified as Pandanus candelabrum, could become a simple and efficient tool for diamond 

hunters in West Africa to uncovering potentially rich precious gems and semi-precious gemstones 

deposits, the paper claims.” 

 

http://www.mining.com/this-plant-may-be-the-best-diamond-finding-tool-youll-ever-have/ 

 

                                                             

 

““““WHAT WAWHAT WAWHAT WAWHAT WAS UPS UPS UPS UP””””    IN AUGUSTIN AUGUSTIN AUGUSTIN AUGUST???? 

 

 

Seth’s book of mandalas to colour in                                                                                           Jo’s Soda Toad 2, with domed cabochon eyes, 

A good exercise in patience                    and a 9,5 ct sherry citrine gemstone in Marco   

                       Voltolini’s “Chrisantemo” design  

 
In the centre photo the pendant has a 3,85 ct tourmaline cut by Martine in an “Easy Barion Oval” design. 

The ring on the left has a rose quartz bought from Britha Padkin. It was cut by Father Tony Garman.  

The ring on the right has a pink tourmaline also cut by Father Tony. 

The stones are set in ready-made sterling silver mountings ordered from the USA. 

The Brazilian amethyst is 3,30 ct and cut in Arya Akhavan's “Fata Morgana” design and is the one on the front page of this 

newsletter. The angles were modified for quartz. 
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FACETIPS 1 

 
       An unconventional Way of pre-forming “Doorstops”? 

 
        I have an unfortunate tendency to cut “doorstops”, which in the faceting world means cutting a 

mighty big gem, such as the 50 carat amethyst shown to the left here. 

     When a piece of rough asks to be cut into a gemstone, I always feel that I 

would like get the maximum-sized stone from the rough, regardless of a few 

inclusions, as they always add a bit of interest or a few additional flashes to 

the finished result. 

        BUT…….. cutting big pieces of quartz and not having any kind of pre-

forming grinding wheel, makes for difficulty. Often a fair bit of the rough 

must be removed on only certain sides of the stone once it has been 

centrally dopped in order to get it into a basic working shape. This is both 

time-consuming for me and hard-wearing on my 260 Cristalite laps. Coming from more of a lapidary, 

stone-carving, background, I am used to using 4” Velcro backed diamond encrusted pads (which come in 

grits from 50 to 3000) to do the work of removing excess stone on my large carving work. The ease with 

which the diapads wear down stone of all hardnesses, made me think that perhaps they could speed up 

the removal of rough from my gems too. I work with a Raytech faceting machine, and first tried the 200 

grit 4” discs that I already had but they didn’t cover enough of the lap when it came to cutting girdles. 

Recently I went back to my supplier and found that there is also a 200 grit 6” (approx. 15 cm) diamond 

encrusted pad available, and this fits exactly onto the lap area of my faceting machine. Despite the 

apparent gap between the pads (see photo), and the high pitched humming noise that occurs when a 

chunk of dopped rough is first put on the surface, it is remarkably fast in removing excess rough. Once 

the basic shape and the beginning of the break facets are in place I can return to a 260 grit Crystalite lap 

and then cut down sufficiently to remove any scratches made by the 200 diapad and then go straight on 

to the 1200 Crystalite for fine cutting. 

        It is comparatively inexpensive and well worth a try for the occasional “doorstop”. JW 
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If anyone loves opals, Wikipedia has a very comprehensive page: 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opal 

 

<<The "Rainbow Shield," an opal pendant made with Australian gem opal 
 

 

 
Club Cabochon Competition 

!Closing date is 1st September! 
 

All cabs must have been made by CT club members since the announcement of this competition. A photograph must be 

taken of the unworked stone, and then the finished cab. There is no limit to the number of your entries. Ideally the cab 

should have been made in the club’s workshop, but it is not compulsory. Any natural stone may be used. The cab must have 

a flat back and domed top, but may be any shape. Polishing of the back of the stone is optional. Remember to add a bevel 

where the back mets the sides.             Please make use of the Entry Form which is available at the office. 

 

WORKSHOP CONTACTS:  tracyhannath2@gmail.com  021 559 2564 / 0726 11 22 77   

AND  rindadt@gmail.com    072 1011 088           Please copy both names on any e mail 

 
 

CONTACTS 

TRADERS: Contact Marion on 084 6060 233 or mcoleman05@gmail.com 

LIBRARY: Available on Open and Meeting days. Ask Carol or Duncan to unlock for you. 

WORKSHOP:  tracyhannath2@gmail.com  021 559 2564 / 0726 112277 AND  rindadt@gmail.com    0721 011 088      

 

    YOUR 2015 COMMITTEE  
Chairman Malcolm Jackson 021 551 8009 jacksonhome@telkomsa.net 

Vice Chairman Ken Coleman 021 558 6308 kcoleman@telkomsa.net 

Treasurer Carol Coleman 021 558 6308 kcoleman@telkomsa.net 

Workshop liaison Tracy Hannath 021 559 2564 tracyhannath2@gmail.com 

Secretary/Newsletter Editor Jo Wicht 021 976 3808 joanna.wicht@kingsley.co.za  

 

 

 ADVERTISEMENTS 

 

MINERAL MARKET (Trading as African Art & Gemstones). Established more than 25 years ago. We have an extensive range of 

African and global mineral specimens and products.  We also stock an excellent range of African Art/curios. Phone Maria or Rolf 

(geologist) on 0824582432 for personal service or visit our shop in Simon's Town, 126B St George's Street. 

www.mineralmarket.co.za     

 

Duncan Miller is the official southern African regional representative for ULTRA TEC FACETING MACHINES (www.ultratec-

facet.com) and agent for GEARLOOSE LAPIDARY PRODUCTS (www.battlap.com). So if you are considering buying an Ultra Tec or 

Gearloose’s innovative polishing materials, contact Duncan for a quote including shipping, tax, clearance fees, etc. 

Contact: 084 757 9830 or info@xenolithos.com       Precision custom faceting also available. 

 

MAGIC MINERALS in Philadelphia. Here you will find rocks, crystals, minerals, gemstones, jewellery, décor, gifts and collectables.  

Open: Tuesday to Sunday, 9h00 - 17h00. Phone:  Shop: 021 972 1139, Maurice: 082 6966 161, Aletta: 072 2437 496. 

magicminerals@telkomsa.net  

 

AFRICAN GEMS AND MINERALS. Fine Mineral Specimens. Facet rough, Gemstones, Stunning Crystals. Fossils. Jewellery. Antiques. 

Lapidary equipment. In Cape Town you can find us at Shop 2, Protea Assurance Building on GREENMARKET SQUARE and Unit 8 

Prosperity Park c/r Computer and Omuramba roads in Montague Gardens - only 3km from the MinSoc Clubhouse! Stores in 

Johannesburg, two in Cape Town, and Auckland, New Zealand. Call our CPT branch manager on 073 531 2667 or 078 888 0416 for 

expert advice.  www.africangems.com 

 

101 JEWELLRY EMPORIUM - Suppliers of silver beads and findings. Also stocking a vast range of semi-precious gem stones and 

beads.     For more details contact:  Vadim Petzer on +27 82 7714954 or zeneffects@intekom.co.za 
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 GEMCUTTING (FACETING) undertaken by GRADWELLS GEMS In the Cape Town CBD. Expert faceting and quick turnaround times.  

Please contact Neil Gradwell on cell 083 2616543 or email neilgrad@iafrica.com 

 

HARRISON MINERALS, we buy and sell mineral collections, lapidary machinery, rough rocks for cutting and polishing, as well as   

anything else “rock” related. Contact Graham on 082 561 9825 or nick.nog678@gmail.com  

 

SUNBIRD CREATIONS for beautiful semi-precious gemstone and silver jewellery.           Please visit Helen Crowther’s  website at 

www.sunbirdcreations.co.za 

 

"BUY-BUY GEMS”   We specialise in Tanzanite and Welo Opal of all shapes and sizes. Stones available with Gemlab Certificates. At 

Club on Open Day, and rest of the month at Milnerton Flea Market on Saturdays and Sundays. Contact Johan de Meyer on 

0844651111 or 0823775466, or demeyer.johan64@gmail.com". 

 

HENRI’S ROCK WORKSHOP:  Slab cutting from 2mm thickness upwards.  Contact Henri Schram: 083 602 0302 or e-mail:   

annette@icon.co.za 

 FLUORITE – I have some rough, and some inadequately polished fluorite beads. Can anyone (with a tumbler) polish these for me? 

Contact: Martine - email phoenix8@absamail.co.za or phone 082 076 3232 after 12:00. 

CRYSTAL CAVE - 3 BUITEKANT ST, TULBAGH. Crystals, beads, essential oils, gifts, mini scratch patch, bric-a-brac & fresh proteas. 

Succulent & cacti nursery.  Tues to Sat 10:00 - 16:00.  Tel: 072 270 6651   http://www.tulbaghinfo.co.za/crystal-cave.html  

http://www.facebook.com/CrystalCaveTulbagh?ref=hl 

 Advertising is free to club members. Contact Jo to place an ad. 

 

2015 MEMBERSHIP FEES 

TOWN MEMBERS:       Single:   R300 e mail ( R35 extra if newsletter is posted because you do not have e mail) 

Family:   (Principal/partner/with dependent children under 21) R390 e mail (R35 extra if newsletter is posted) 

COUNTRY MEMBERS: (Living more than 50km as the crow flies from central Cape Town) Single: R225 e mail (R35 extra if newsletter is posted 

because you don’t have e mail) 

Family: (Principal/partner/with dependent children under 21) R275 e mail ( R35 extra if newsletter is posted) 

STUDENT/AFFILIATE:  (Age under 25, registered full-time at bona fide college or university, or dependent child of existing member)     R150  e 

mail only 

ONCE OFF JOINING FEE FOR NEW MEMBERS:  (R20 per application, single or family) 

If you ask for the newsletter to be posted and you do have e-mail you must please pay an additional R75. 

Club bank a/c for payments is ABSA - Table View - account no. 405-975-5822  Payments must be made to THE MINERALOGICAL SOCIETY OF 

SOUTHERN AFRICA not CT Gem & Min. Please make a direct payment where possible, and identify your transaction with your name as the 

beneficiary reference. 

 
The opinions expressed in the articles above do not necessarily reflect those of the Executive Committee. We welcome all contributions related to our 

hobby and everyone is welcome to send articles for inclusion in the Mineral Chatter. 

This newsletter is the property of the Cape Town Gem & Mineral Club and no articles may be reproduced without the permission of the Editor. 

 
Chairman:  Malcolm Jackson (e-mail: jacksonhome@telkomsa.net)     Secretary:  Jo Wicht (e-mail: joanna.wicht@kingsley.co.za) 

The Mineralogical Society of Southern Africa, PO Box 28079, Goede Hoop Street, Bothasig, Cape Town, 7406, registered Non-Profit Organisation 

 No. 61-850, trading as The Cape Town Gem & Mineral Club. Affiliated to the Federation of South African Gem & Mineral Societies. 

Website: www.ctminsoc.org.za        Facebook:  Cape Town Gem & Mineral Club 

 

 


